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This book presents a novel approach for Architecture Description Language (ADL)-based instruction-set description that enables the automatic retargeting of the complete software toolkit from a single ADL processor model. This allows a high speedup in compiler generation and contributes to a more efficient ASIP design flow. Coverage includes a comprehensive overview of retargetable compilers and ADL based processor design, a methodology and related toolkit to generate a C-compiler fully automatically from an ADL processor model, and retargetable code optimization techniques to achieve retargetability and high code quality for two common architecture classes.
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Hands-On Automated Machine Learning: A beginner's guide to building automated machine learning systems using AutoML and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Automate data and model pipelines for faster machine learning applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Build automated modules for different machine learning components
	
			Understand each component of a machine learning pipeline in depth
	
			Learn to use different open source...
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Adaptive Design Theory and Implementation Using SAS and R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series)CRC Press, 2007

	Adaptive design has become an important tool in modern pharmaceutical research and development. Compared to a classic trial design with static features, an adaptive design allows for the modification of the characteristics of ongoing trials based on cumulative information. Adaptive designs increase the probability of success, reduce costs...
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Biomedical Image Analysis and Machine Learning Technologies: Applications and TechniquesMedical Information Science Reference, 2009

	Medical images are at the base of many routine clinical decisions and their influence continues to increase in many fields of medicine. Since the last decade, computers have become an invaluable tool for supporting medical image acquisition, processing, organization and analysis.


	Biomedical Image Analysis and Machine Learning...
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Learning Vaadin 7, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	As one of the best web frameworks based on Java, Vaadin is well worth getting familiar with. This tutorial helps you build stunning dynamic web applications that will add new sophistication to your Java capabilities.


	Overview

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on...
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Fundamentals of Applied Probability and Random ProcessesAcademic Press, 2005
"Each chapter is broken down into small subunits, making this a useful reference book as well as a textbook. The material is presented clearly, and solved problems are included in the text." --MAA Reviews     

Provides aspiring engineers with a solid introduction to probability theory and stochastic processes     

...
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Magnetic Resonance of Myelination and Myelin DisordersSpringer, 2011

	Our thanks go to our colleagues at the VU Univer- Preface to the Third Edition sity Medical Center and to those in other hospitals Reading through the prefaces of the two previous edi- who referred their patients to us. We are indebted to tions,we can say that much of what was said there still all colleagues who allowed us to use their MR...
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